[Clinical example of recovery from psychosis in the context of the theory of psychosis as a state of aberrant salience].
According to the theory proposed by S. Kapur psychosis is a state of aberrant salience. Dopamine and mesolimbic system play the key role in the occurrence of psychosis. According to Kapur dopamine mediates the conversion of neural representations of an external stimulus from a neutral into attractive or aversive. In the psychosis this physiological role of the dopamine is changed. Dopamine starts to create a process of salience acquisition; instead of mediate it as it is in normal circumstances. According to Kapur delusions are cognitive explanations that the individual imposes on the experience of aberrant salience. Pharmacological agents share the psychological effect-dampening salience. But antipsychotics only provide the state of attenuated salience and symptomatic improvement needs further psychological and cognitive resolution. The case of a patient with paranoid psychosis during treatment with risperidone was analyzed in the context of Kapur's theory. Reports of experiences given by patients can support the theory and make it valuable in the conceptualization of the process of step-by-step recovery from psychosis.